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SUMMARY 

1 - In the 9 ECAFE countries visited during the mission, paddy area 

covers about 64,000,000 hectares corresponding to 31.2% of the to- 

tal cultivated area. About 20-30* of paddy area is actually irriga- 

ted. According to the different countries' development plans, the ir- 

rigated area has to be doubled in ten years time. 

Paddy average yield production is about 1.6-1.8 tons/Ha, with a 

minimum of 1.2 tons/Ha hand a maximum of 3.8-4.0 tons/Ha. In many of 

the visited countries, population increasing is the main problem, in 

order to mant.in, at least, the actual food standard. According to 

agricultural experts, this goal is going to be obtained through irri- 

gation development, increasing use of fertilizers and selected seeds 

and through slow but necessary and progressive mechanization develop- 

ment which leads to better execution of farming practices. 

In the same time, two crops per year are going to be'introduced. 

2 - The paddy farms average sizes are very small, and never larger 

than 4 Ha. In many countries it has been introduced a land reform. 

The average total gross income is about 250 %  per hectare, while on 

30¿ of paddy areas values from 450 $  per hectare are reached. Besi- 

des, the idea of machines and plants cooperative use is ,iowly sprea- 

ding, especially as far as processing plants are concerned. 

Cooperatives are usually encouraged by the different Govern- 

mental however their rpreading has to face the farmers' individua- 
listic will. 

The agricultural active population percentage is going from a 

minimum of 47% (Korea) to a maximum of 85% (Nepal). In the last ten 

years there have not been deep changes, but few .light diminishing. 

Generally speaking, excluding see countries (Iran, Korea and Pakis- 

tan) an absolute reduction of agricultural population is not foreseen 

for the next 20 years. Agricultural labour forces amount to 1.1-1 * 



workers/Ha with a minimum of 0.7 (Iran) and a maximum of 2.2 (Korea). 

The last mentioned country is foreseen to have, in the close future, 

the highest reduction in the number of agricultural active population. 

3 - Agricultural mechanization, especially in the Wet-lands, is at 

its first steps and has been slow pacing on in recent years; howe- 

ver there are no exact data concerning paddy areas. 

The wheel tractor density (between 35 and 60 HP) is about 1 

unit per 1000 hectares, with variation, going from 0.07 units/1000 

hectares (Korea) to 3.5 units/1000 hectares (Iran). Also concerning 

power-tillers (7-9 HP) value, ar. going from a minimum do- 

is to 0 (Pakistan) to a maximum cf 7 units/1000 Ha (Korea). 

On the whole, different countrie. keep following two main fo- 

reign tendencies : the U.S. one, with the use of medium-big sized 

tractor., sophisticated, with a low weight/power ratio; the Japan 

on«, with the use of .imple, light power-tiller.. 

The gap «sitting between these two kind, of power-machines has 

not been fin* Up in «ny country. Existing tractor., even if not of- 

ten employed on paddy «r«a., ar« not «Way, used in the right way and 

pr«.«nt low coefficUnt« of hour, utiiitation per y««r and low coef- 

ficient, (about 0.20-0.25) of powr utilization. All this comes from 

the un.ucc.ful choice of model, and .i*„ in relation with agricul- 

tural .tructur... work, to be don«, implant, «„d «quipm«nt. to be 

competed to th«m. Infact, in the paddy growing .«ctor, the.« trac- 

tor, are .«Ido« u.«d and e.peci.lly for primary tillage, while power- 

till.r. ar. mainly utiliaad for ..condary tillag« and .o««tim«s in 

stationary po.ition, together with pump« and threshers. 

Th« situation of «care« and irrational d.v.lopment can be seen 

concerning «ngin«., pump« and other agricultural machin«, too, which 

are practically limited to sprayers and thr«.h«r., both in the hand 

operated and in the power operated models. Dry«r. are not commonly 

used, while hullera population - mostly of old-type, with small out- 

put capacity and con.iderable loss«, of production - corresponds to 



1 unit  every  500 Ha. 

All  this  leads to a  labou' productivity  itili very low, around 

1,400-1,600 hours per  hectare  per  crop. 

4 - There  it no complete agreement on the goela to aia in order  to 

develop Vet*-landa mechanization.  On • one o ne advice,   it it neceaaary 

to go through a  period  of asiaci mec han i za ti .HI; according to others, 

it  ia imperceut to push toward «ore advanced levels,  introducing 

the use of pover-ri i lera; a third view-point is to skip the two abo- 

ve mentioned atagrs and to start using tractor«, equipped viti, con- 

sistant sited  implements. 

Ito doubt that the last purpose seems theoretically rational, 

but  it should be verified chance by chance, with accurate and rea- 

listic rancaretws starting fro» the farmers' accual and future pur- 

chasing capacity.   Infact this capacity is not always increasing be- 

cause of  frequent money devaluation.  However,  its realization would 

bring along the advantage of allowing - through better working prac- 

tices, lower losses and higher timeliness - a 10-15% production in- 

create, as it has been demonstrated by specific studies conducted in 

some countries by some research institutes, and  IRRI of them seems 

the most important. 

Priorities given by the Governments concern mechanization de- 

velopment to reduce product losses and  to rationalize irrigation 

and drainage systems. Concerning the first goal,  it should be deve- 

loped the use of  : pesticide distribution machines;  threshing ma- 

chines; modern hullera and, on smaller scale, dryers. Only thia 

mechanization spreading seems able to reduce of 502 product losses. 

As far as the second goal,  it is planned to spread the use of 

power operated pumps, with small and medium delivery, but the pro- 

blems of drainage, and cannala and ditches excavation and mainte- 

nance mechanization are rarely considered. 

Excluding two-crops-per-year areas where timeliness needs  it 

immediately  (Korea,  Philippines and   Indonesia),   it   is foreseen  to 
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.introduce  harvesters,   starting  from self-propelled reaper   binders 

and gradually shifting to combines.   Finally,   the problem of   trans- 

planting mechanization has to be  solved  in future  times,   even  if   its 

rational mechanization  looks extremely difficult. 

All  this is related to the spreading of   tractors,  power-tillers 

and consistant machines for primary and  secondary tillage,  in addi- 

tion to a  large engines disposing. 

These are the tendencies more or  less emphasized  in  the diffe- 

rent countries.  Annual demand of  the above mentioned machines  is  sup- 

posed to increase between 2 and 3 times in 1975, and about 4 times, 

compared to the 1970-71 situation,  in 1980. 

5 - Concerning facilities given by the Governments to farmers to 

purchase machines, shorter and longer loans, at quite different in- 

terest rates, are given almost everywhere.  However, only few farmers 

seem to be using these facilities.   It is advisable that  loans for a- 

gricultural machines  should be given with 5-7  years term at very low 

interest rates;  moreover Government gift contr*"uùtions amounting to 

some % of  the machines value, may be necessary.   In most cases, repair, 

maintenance and extension services, technical and mechanics    training 

for farmers together with training for mechanics and repair-men are 

not so developed.  These services should be improved and should in- 

crease together with the spreading oí mechanization. 

The sector of agricultural machines research is under developed 

and - even if there are high level scientists - units are not suffi- 

ciently provided with scientific and experimental equipments. There 

is also a complete lack of standardization studies and on mechaniza- 

tion. Anyway the already existing units should be encouraged and de- 

veloped and their activities should be coordinated both at country 

and regional levels. 



6 - Tractors and agricultural machines production is, in the whole, 

»till very modest, without coordination and clear purposes and it 

is mainly following the U.S. and Japan experiences. Most of large 

and medium scale manufacturers hold joint-ventures with foreign 

companies. Only in very small production the ingenouity of crafts 

men and local mechanics is fully applied, manufacturing - with a 

complete lack of modern technical instruments - simple but well- 

conceived equipments which are completely fitting agricultural 

needs. 

Two elements which have been seen in every country concern : 

the gap between annual production and production capacity in al- 

most every factory which can be expressed through a 1/2 ratio butv 

in tome cases, it seems to be much higher; the labour's producti- 

vity going - as an average index - from 1500 to 2000 $/year per 

worker. 

An analysis of the existing situation shows that : 

- total tractor production (26.5-70 HP) is about 25-26,000 units 

per year, with a foreseen capacity of developing up to 150- 

170,000 units per year by 1980. The actual production meets 

50% of annual demand. Considering the foreseen development by 

1980, it should meet 80-90% of official local demand; 

- power-tiller production (4-12 HP) is about 11-12,000 units/yeat 

with a foreseen expansion capacity up to about 100,000 units/ 

year by 1980. Actual production - which presents a local content 

value from 30 to 80% - meets 50-60% of annual demand; with the 

foreseen development, it should meet 70-80% of officially esti- 

mated demand by 1980; 

- 5 HP or more diesel and gasoline engines production ia about 

350-360,000 units/year; only a part of this production is used 

for agricultural purposes. There is a foreseen expansion capa- 

city up to 500,000 units/year by 1980; 

- 5 HP or less micro-engines production is made only in 3 out of 

the 9 visited countries and amounts to 50,000 units/year; a new 

production is starting in Indonesia. Actual production (who- 
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se local content value vaiies from 0 - isse'-biy - r0 7o") mpets 

only a 30-35% of the demand. According to the foreseen develop- 

ment, it should meet up to 50-05* by 1980; 

- pumps production is rather developed and spread; it is slowly de- 

creasing concerning hand operated models and increasing concer- 

ning power operated ones (sizes : 2"-8" 0). The latter models 

production capacity is about 120,000 units/year ( 30--8o?. ioc*l 

content) compared to a b0-70,0O0 units demand, for agricultural 

use; 

- sprayers and dusters production is done in 7 out of the 9 visi- 

ted countries, as far as hand operated model», and in only 3 

countries as far as power operated and tractors mounted «odeIs 

art concerned. These models should locally be mid* by 1980 in 

almost every country, meeting sume 50-60% of IMO demand; 

- threshers production concerning hand operated models, exist in 

3 countries and, concerning power operated models, in 7 coun- 

tries by ISO snail and medium-scale factories. Production meets 

internal demand, which is quite to«d«?st, today, and will grow up 

te 5 times by 1980; 

- dryers prodiu tion does not ;>ra< lu'aiiy exist. In almost ev.Ty 

countries, hullers and other «achines for paddy processing 

issali output capacity less than 1 ton/h) art «ade. 

It can be interesting to express a devei.ipsumt index showing 

the relation existing amo ig production capacity of the abovt m#n~ 

tioner* sectors and countries' needs in terns of mechanization. 

This index is roughly showing the countries having b#tt*r facili- 

ties for internal development in terms of local production of ma- 

chines for paddy neehanUation and the sectors where an help might 

be needed. Concerning tractors, Iran is presenting • more advan- 

ced situation having an annual production capacity of 1 tractor 

per every 900 Ha af cultivated area; Surtía, India and Philippines 

have a production capacity about 1 tiactor/year per 3-4,otX) Ha; 

Pakistan, I tractor/yesr every "J.SOO Ha and Thailand 1 tractor/ 

year every 8,500-9,000 Ha. These relations are almost valid,ai so 



concerning power-tillers production capacity, excluding Korea which 

has a manufacture capacity of 1 power-tiller per year every 80 Ha. 

On engines more than 5 HP, industrial capacities for India and 

Pakistan have to be doubled, while Iran's capacity is already quite 

adequated and Korea's one is even overabundant. 

Concerning pumps, production should be developed in Indonesia 

(whose specific capacity is 1/10 of the other countries' one), Bur- 

ma, Iran, Philippines and Pakistan. Excluding Korea, all countries 

need a fast development in the power operated threshers sector. The 

situation in  lacking in every country, looks ouch more serious. 

Excluding soma peculiar cases» production is made in medium 

and small-scale industries; technical features look, in the whole, 

satisfactory even if foundry techniques, heat treatment and quality 

control do not completely meet requirements. 

Another problem which should be reminded concern the lack of 

spare parts and machines standardization. 

Principles of the economies of scale are not practically taken 

into consideration too, especially in defining single industries pro- 

duction capacities. 

7 - All the visited countries are rich of natural resources whose 

utilization has only recently been started. 

According to official sources, good facilities for tyres pro- 

duction are given now only in India and Korea, while their extension 

is planned to reach Iran, Pakistan, Philippines and Thailand by 1980. 

Pistons production adequated to internal demand exists only in Pakis- 

tan and will be extended to Korea, India and Thailand by 1980, while 

bearings will be made just in Iran, Korea and Pakistan (only in this 

last country present production is already meeting internal demand). 

Fuel injection pumps and carburettors will probably be manufactured 

by 1980 in India, Korea, Pakistan and Philippines. 

Finally, tool machines are actually manufactured in Iran, Ko- 

rea and Pakistan. 



Concerning raw materials and ancillary facilities useful for 

local tractor« and agricultural machines manufacture, their produc- 

tion - «ven if not always adequated to internal needs - together 

with the development of foundry, casting, forging and heat-treat- 

ments, will be eventually assured in every country, by 1980, exclu- 

ding - for some products - Indonesia, Nepal, Philippines and Thai- 

land. 

8 - To «peed up the development and to help new industrial invest- 

ments in every country, facilities credits at low interest, tax 

exemptions, duty free, etc. are given. 

Incentives are given according to declared priorities concer- 

ning choices of the kinds of machines to be manufactured, on the 

basis of production sixes (the greatest facilities arc assigned to 

small-scale industries, that means to factories which, excluding 

land and buildings, ask investments less than 100,000 t). This is 

alto depending upon the places where they are going to be instal- 

led : rural areas are favoured in comparison with urban ones. Go- 

vernments usually favour joint ventures with well reputed indus- 

tries of more technologically advanced countries. 

Sone countries - say Iran and Pakistan - are presently studing 

(together with Turkey) common production able to supply regional 

markets, rather than national ones. Such cooproduction among the 

ECAFE countries has to be encouraged. 

9 - About future, it teems useful to give tome indication on how 

to plan mechanisation development on paddy areas. A certain mecha- 

nization level correspondí to a particular tocio-econoraical condi- 

tions. This can be expressed through a mechanization index I cora- 
ni 

paring the share of machine work in the total human and machine 

work and represented by a certain group and size of machines. Each 



level   offers  a  determinated  labour  productivity and   lows  working 

costs   in  connection   to machines  and   labour  costs. 

If  different   levels  of  mechanization,   bringing  over  different 

labour  productivities and different  costs  of   equipments,  are   taken 

as    hypothesis,   the  optimum levels, able  to  reduce  total  costs to a 

minimum in  the different conditions,  can be  found out,   in  relation 

to  labour  costs. 

On these basis, with present  labour wages ,the minimum cost (as 

far as machines are completely utilized all  through the year and 

can work on adequated surfaces)   is obtained  through the use of  po- 

wer-tillers.  Only when labour wages will reach about  1.50 */day it 

will be use  20-22 HP tractors and only when  labour wages will  amount 

to more  than 3 |/day it will be convenient to introduce 30-35  HP 

tractors. Animal mechanization already seems now to be more expen- 

sive - excluding particular condition« - than the use of power-til- 

lers.   It can also be seen that - at last in a  large portion bf Wet- 

lands - the use of  tractors of bigger size than the indicated ones, 

more sophisticated and capable of a greater productivity can only 

make the economical  situation worse and  increase total production 

costs,  besides  increasing to much labour productivity. 

Generally speaking and perhaps except in Iran, present pariod 

seems to be the best one for using powar-tillers equipped with con- 
sistant equipments. 

To mechanize other works it seems quite important to employ   : 

self propelled reaper binders simple, which can be connected with 

the above    mentioned power-tillers; mobile drum threshers;  small 

dryers, mobile mode Ij bigger and more sophisticated hullers. 

The areas to be worked by different mechanisation levels are  : 

12-14 HP powar-tiller  :  7-8 Ha;  20-22 HP tractor :  9-10 Ha;  30-35 

HP tractor   :   14-16 Ha. Concerning other practices mechanization fi- 

gures can b« :   1 knapsack power operated sprayer every 2.5-3 Ha;   1 

self propelled reaper binder every 14-16 Ha for one crop per year, 

or every 9-11 Ha,  for two crops per year;  1 power operated drum 

thresher    every 50 Ha, for one crop per year,  and every 40 Ha,  for 



two crops per  year;   1 mobile dryer every  50 Ha,   for one crop per 

y«ar,  and every 40 Ha,  for   2 crop« per year;   1  mill  plant of me- 

dium output capacity,  every  500 Ha, for  either   1  or 2 crops per 
ytar. 

In consequence  the following need of machines for different 

mechaniaation  levels can be  hypothisized   :   12-14 HP power-tillers 

(equipped with plow,  harrow,pudd1er, leveller,  pump and driving 

axle trailer)   :  7,500,000 unit.; power operated drum threshers  : 

1,300,000 units; mobile dryers  :   1,300,000 units; mill  plants   : 

130,000 unitsj  self propelled raaper binders  (limited to areas 

with 2 crops per year or with high output):  1,500,000 units; 

knapsack power operated sprayers  :  22,000,000 units. 

Future population of  20-22 HP tractor can be hypothisized 

around  7,000,000 units and of 30-35 HP ones,around 4,500,000 
units. 

If now   va compare the above mentioned theoretical needs 

with the future production capacity, it can be verified that no 

lass than 50-70 years would be needed to mechanize paddy-growing. 

Finally,  it is to point out how much machinas for a rational 

machaniaation of paddy areas should cost with reference to the 

farmer.' purchasing capacity. Referring tc the conditions in the 

visitad countries, it can be noticed that  :  in paddy areas whose 

gross income    i. about 250 f/Ha, the highest equipment purchase 

capacity is about 24-28 t par hactara and per year; in paddy a- 

raas whoaa gross income is about 400 $/Ha,  the highest equipment 

purchase capacity is about 40-50 I per hactara and par year; in 

paddy araas whose gru.*? income i. «bout 600 I/Ha, the highest e- 

quipoent purchase capacity la about 80-95 t par hectare and per 
yaar. 

Taking into consideration the possibilitiea to give 5 years 

loans at 9% interest rate to the farmers in order to purchase a- 

gricultural machines,  it is necessary also that Governments should 

give the following gift contribution  : no  less  than 50* of  the  to- 

tal machine price, if gross  specific  income  is  less than  250 */Ha; 



between  50 and  10% of   the   total machine price,   if gross specific 

income varies between 250 an "> */Ha;  between 10 and OX of  the  to- 

tal machine price,  if groas s.     -'. ic  income varies between 450 and 

600   or   more I/Ha. 

10 - Machines concerning paddy mechanization,  which are judged good 

in technical and economical terms and whose   local pv>Huction seems 

useful, are  : 

- 12-14 HP power-tiMer, «quipped with cages wheel and with the fol- 

lowing main implements : plow, harrow, puddler, leveller, rototil- 

ler,  trailer, pump and drum roller for bunds reconstruction; 

- 20-22 HP tractor, 4-wheel drive, articulated,  simple and strong; 

- 30-35 HP tractor,  2 or  4-wheel drive, strong, equipped with p.t.o., 

3 points linkage with hydraulic lift; 

- knapsack power-operated sprayer (1-3 HP gasoline engine); 

- self propelled reapar binder  (1.40 m cut width; 12-14 HP diesel en- 

gine); 

- drum power-operated threshers (0.4-0.6 tons/hour capacity; 6-10 HP 

diesel or gasoline engine); 

- mobile dryer with 0.6-0.8 tons/hour of average capacity; 

- mobile workshop. 

These machines could be realized through joint ventures with re- 

puted and well established foreign factories. 

The  local content amount and its variation in the time should be 

decided on the basis of realistic technical and economical analysis. 

In any case it  is difficult to give exact informations on the 

real possibilities of each country concerning local construction of 

machines.  Some preeceding and specific ECAFE missions, have given 

informations as far as engines and power-tillers production possibili- 

ties. 

Of the whole needs of various countries from the manufacturing 

point oí view, it is impossible to start contemporaneously with all 

the  forecast production.   In consequence,   it  seems useful to advise  so- 
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ne priorities and  to reach to realize  some pilot enterprises with  ia- 

ternational organizations and high capacity experts assistance.  The- 

se priorities concern  : 

- Burma  :  factories for  self propelled reaper binders and dryers pro- 

duction; 

- India  :  factories for power-tillers and tractors between  12 and 22 

HP manufacture together with consistant equipments  for primary and 

secondary tillage, irrigation, transport and spraying and for mobi- 

le workshops production; 

- Indonesia  :  factories for power-tillers and  tractors between 12 and 

22 HP manufacture together with consistant equipments for primary 

and secondary tillage and transport, and for threshers and dryers 

production; 

- Iran : factorial for 20-22 and 30-35 HP tractors production together 

with consistant equipments and for lets than 5 HP engine« manufactu- 
re; 

- Korea :  factories for self propelled reaper binders and mobile dryers 

production; 

- Pakistan  :  factories for pumps, engine!, drainage end spraying equip- 

ments and mobile workshops manufacture; 

- Philippines !  factories to produce spading machines, ditchers, pumps 

and diesel engines less than 30 HP; 

- Thailand  : factories for less than 30 HP diesel entines, knapsack 

sprayers and irrigation pumps production. 



INTRODUCTION 

1.1 -  Social and economical   developments are always strictly related, 

according to  the well-known principle of cause and effect. 

For example,this can be   stated    referring to  the primary  sector 

development  (due either to an increase of products demand or  to a lar- 

ger production or to a progressive reduction 01  workers) .  Such deve- 

lopment  brings along  the necessity to   spread   mechanization, which 

should become more sophisticated and complete.Referring  to the  secon- 

dary sector,  its development depends not only or.  the possibility to 

introduce manufactures at competitive and profitable prices,  but also 

on the  existence of a real market,  on the purchase capacity of  people 

and on  their cultural   level,   on the possibility to provide and pro- 

cess raw materials, on the existence of well-educated    engineers, 

technicians and workers and  so on. 

As  it concerns stock-in-trade production, this subject, related 

to different socio-econom'cal  conditions,  has pointed out to the fol- 

lowing targets  : 

- reducing to a minimum manufacturing costs which these  goods are 

realized for; 

- increasing labour productivity,  according to the above mentioned 

purpose of reducing costs  to a minimum,  to mantain social balance 

and especially total employaient amount; 

- gradually lowing labour weariness, bringing workers back to in- 

tellectual,  social and cultural  life; 

- calling for investments adequated to the country development  level 

and eble to al sorb proportioned  labour. 

1.2 - What goes above  is true in general terms and it   seems to fit 

especially the development  of agricultural mechanization ma^nines 

production and, particularly, paddy growing mechanization. 

Therefore, examining  the actual situation and  the   future deve- 

lopment      views     - as far as it  has been seen during  the prelimina- 
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ry mission from July,   r.ne  9th  to  September,   the   27th  1972  in nine  coun- 

tries  of  ECAFE Region - of   tractors and agricultural  machines   for me- 

chanization of  Wet-lands manufacture,  it   is  important  to  start   taking 

into consideration the social,  economical  and  technical   situation of 

paddy areas  and  their  future  growth.  This  should  be done   in order  to 

find   :   the optimal,  actual  and future, mechanization  levels,  the con- 

sistent are,is whicn can be cultivated by the same machines,  the  techni- 

cal,  functional and operative characteristics of   the machines   themsel- 

ves and   their  total demand.  All  these elements -  together with  the eva- 

luation of farmers purchasing capacity, of  probable Government  contri- 

butions,of  the maximum cost of machines - are necessary  to define a 

correct and rational development of the industrial  sector. 

It   might    be useful to  specify what  "optimum mechanization  level" 
means. 

Everybody knows  that the production cost of  any good depends on 

two sain factors :  labour cost and investment cost. Together with the 

mechanization level raising by means of more complete, sofisticated 

and productive machines,  it  stands by ar  increase of plants and machi- 

nes incidence  on production costs.   In consequence,  as  labour producti- 

vity increases as well  the  labour cost incidence  lows. 

Therefore at any wage level, it is possible to find the mechani- 

sation level able to reduce total production cost to a minimum. At any 

increase of work costs, it is possible to define and foresee the me- 

chanisation levels and the investments, which can reduce production 

costs to a minimum. It all varies according to economical and social 

situations and holds validity in both agricultural mechanization and 

industrial investments fields. 

Once these optimal, actual and futura, mechanisation levels of 

paddy growing have been determinated on the basis of the above mentio- 

ned criteria (this is valid both in macro-economical terms - as in 

this report - and referred to singla   farm      situations), it is impor- 

tant to decide which areas can be worked by each agricultural machine 

in order  to comp lately take advantage of their performances during 

their technical  life. On the basis of what  is offered by internatio- 

nal market by now, and eventually adapting technical characteristics 



co  specific   local  needs,   fundamental   technical   features and   total  de- 

mand can be  stated. 

Following  the   same minimum production costs criteria,   the   indus- 

trial production can be determined,   shaped  on the maximum standardi- 

zation and  taking as a basis the principles  of   the economies  of   scale; 

factories calling  for  low capital  invesment  and high amount of   labour, 

like the ones   in  the ECAFE countries,  are  not very sensitive  toward 

these principles. 

1.3 - The report aims to explain this matter,  but it can only give clo- 

se-by indications,  as  long as more accurate researches have  to be 

accomplished,  and have not been promoted yet. 

There are pointed out, anyway, because,  on the basis of  th« ex- 

perience acquired   (but not so well known)   by the most technologically 

advanced countries, developing countries have many chances of   : 

- not repeating the mistakes made by the previous ones because of  a too 

rapid socio-econoœical development; 

- not paying overwhelming attention neither  to unilateral experiences 

not to foreign helps and advices,  not always uninterested; 

- caring on problems and their developments  in the most rational  way 

which leads to correct and consistant political, economical and  tech- 

nical choises. 

2 - GENERAL PATTERN OF AGRICULTURE 

2.1 - In the 9 ECAFE countries visited during the mission, paddy area 

covers about 64,000,000 hectares, corresponding to 31.21 of the total 

cultivated area.   Such percentage varies - in the different countries - 

from a minimum of   5%  (Iran)  to 55% values   (Indonesia,  Korea,  Thailand), 

and reaches a  top of  66% (Burma).  About  20-30% of paddy area  is actual- 

ly irrigated and  there have been considerable developments  in  the  last 
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five years. According to the different countries' development plans, 

the irrigated area has to be doubled in ten years time. 

Paddy - whose average yield production is about 1.6-1.8 tons/Ha, 

with a minimum of 1.2 tons/Ha and a maximum of 3.8-4.0 tons/Ha - is 

today the most important food for the 830 million inhabitants of the 9 

countries and this situation is not going to change in a longwhile fu- 

ture. In many of these countries, population increasing is the main 

problem, in order to mantain, at least, the actual food standard. Ac- 

cording to agricultural experts - who base their figures on the yield 

production increase ir the last years - this goal is going to be ob- 

tained through irrigation development, increasing use of fertilisers 

and selected seeds, and through slow but necessary and progressive 

mechanization development which leads to better executions of farming 

practicies. 

In some regions, same problems are going to a ri se,anyway, not befo- 

re the next 5-10 yeras,because of the need to find out and spread va- 

rieties given better responses to pedo-climatic conditions. 

Two crops pet year are going to be introduced, which will bring 

along - together with an income increase of farmers - the necessity of 

employing machines able to realise works in time. 

2.2 - The paddy farms average sizes are very small, and never Urger 

than 4 Ha, even if there is a certain number, different fro* country 

to country, and still constantly diminishing, of very large farai. In 

many countries it has been introduced a land reform, aiming to grant 

an almoat homogeneous even if quite low gross income to the farmers (de- 

pending on crops and on families). 

The average total gross income is about 250 %  per hectare,while 

on 30% of paddy areas values from 450 %  to 700 I per hectare are rea- 

ched. Besides, the idea of machines and plants cooperative use is 

slowly spreading, especially as far as processing plants are concerned. 

Machines and tractors for particular works and especially for primary 

tillage can be easily rented. 
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Cooperatives are usually encouraged by the different  Governments, 

sometimes with reasonable   incentives,  even if   - as mechanization is  in- 

volved - studies and researches  to determine   the best sizes  of  these 

cooperatives  in technical and economical terms  and  the consistant me- 

chanization are not carried on,  but  in Iran and Korea. Their  spreading 

has to face  the farmers'   individualistic will,  just as anywhere  in the 

world. Anyway,  it  seems  to the writer,  that  such form - or a similar 

one - is the only one  to garantee a  steady future agriculture develop- 

ment. 

2.3 - The agricultural active population percentage is very high,going 

from a minimum of 47%  (Korea) to a maximum of  85% (Nepal).   In the last 

ten years there have not beer deep changes, but few slight diminishing. 

Generally speaking, excluding some countries  (Iran, Korea and Pakistan) 

an absolute reduction of agricultural population is not foreseen for 

the next 20 years, considering the annual population increasing rate, 

even if in some cases percentage reductions are forecast.Agricultural 

labour forces amount to  1.1-1.3 workers /Ha with a minimum of 0.7 

(Iran) and a maximum of  2.2 (Korea).  The last mentioned country is fo- 

reseen to heve,  in the close future,  the highest reduction in the num- 

ber of agricultural active population. 

As for expanding of  irrigation, yield production increasement and, 

in some cases, cultivated area development,  the agricultural labour's 

income is foreseen to doable - at constant money value - in 20 years 

time; a shifting of youngestes to the industrial sector can be fore- 

cast too. 

This can be stated «long with forecasts of annual increase of 

G.D.P., both in the industrial and agricultural sectors as shown in 

table 2. 
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3 - GENERAL PATTERN OF AGRICULTURAL MECHANIZATION 

3.1 - Agricultural mechanization, especially in the Wet-lands, is at 

its first steps and has been slow pacing on in recent years, and still 

looks quite limitated. There are no exact data concerning paddy areas, 

which are actually taken into exam by an international organization. A- 

nyway, general situation is clearly showed in tables 3 to 10; some 

comments on the reported figures and some other considerations seem to 

be useful. 

The wheel tractor density (table 3) - normally of size between 35 

and 60 HP - is «bout 1 unit per 1000 hectares, with variations going 

from 0.07 units/1000 hectárea (Korea) to 3.5 units/1000 hectares (Iran). 

Also concerning power-tillers (7-9 HP; table 4) values are pretty the 

same, going from a minimum close to 0 (in Pakistan, where this kind of 

machine is considered too expensive compared with both anomal drawn 

end tractors drawn implements) to a maximum of 7 units/1000 Ha (Korea). 

Total density of tractors and power-tillers or, as a plainer index, 

existing power per hectare results rather omogeneous in the different 

countries. 

On the whole, it is interesting to notice how different coun- 

tries keep following two main foreign tendencies : 

- the U.S. one« with the use of medium-big sized tractors,sophisti- 

cated, with a low weight/power ratio, equipped with 3 points linka- 

ge, p.t.o., high numbei of gears, etc.; from a rational point of 

view this eort of tractors is useful for works with p.t.o. driven 

equipments; 

- the Japan one, with the use of simple, light power-tillers with li- 

mited use possibility end not very night performance!. 

The gap existing between these two kinds of power-mac h i ne s has 

not been filled up in any country, because power weights, mechanical 

and functional features of simple and strong framed, low priced trac- 

tors, which fit better to the agricultural, economical and social con- 

ditions in the different countries have not been taken into considera- 

tion. Existing tractors, infect, even if not often employed on paddy 
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areas,   are not always used   in  the right way, with low coefficients of 

hours utilization per year       (ratio    between the average number of usa- 

ge per  year and the optimal number of hours corrisponding to their tech- 

nical   life, which is not  less  than 1,000-1,200 hours/year)  and with 

low coefficient (about 0.20-0.25)  of power utilization   (ratio    bet- 

ween average power utilized in different works and engine maximum po- 

wer).  All  this, meaning variations of the using cost of tractors them- 

selves  in the ratio, from 1 to 3, comes from the unsuccessful choice of 

model« and sizes in relation with agricultural structures, works to be 

dont,   implements and equipments to be connected to then.  Infact,  in 

the paddy growing sector,  that« tractors are seldom used and especial- 

ly for primary tillage, while power-tillers arc mainly utilized for 

secondary tillage (handing, puddling,  levelling, etc.)  and sometimes 

in stationary position,  together with pumps and threshers. These ma- 

chinât, connected to trailers, ar« scarcely used for transports as 

well as for all th« operations needed by the paddy cultural cycle, 

from transplanting   to   harvesting. A great obstacle to the develop- 

ment of a rational mechanisation is given by the existing agricultu- 

ral structures, the small size of fields (it seems, for example, that 

it has never be planned - for easing the use of machines - to destroy 

bunds and to reconstruct them mechanically with special plows and 

compressor drums), the lack of a road system snd of a good hydraulic 

reclamation (use of drainage and irrigation machines is practically 

unknown), etc.. 

The situation of scarce and irrational developaent, which has 

been above mentioned about tractors and power-tillers, can be seen - 

as far as it is possible to know, because there is often a lack of 

complete data - concerning engines, pumps and other agricultural ma- 

chines, which are practically limited to sprayers (whose use is not 

spread in all the paddy areas in the different countries and is limi- 

ted to knapsack hand operated models) and threshers, which are unpo- 

pular y<¿t, both in the hand operated and in the power operated models. 

Dryers are not commonly used, while hullers population - mostly of 

old-type, with small output capacity and considerable  losses of pro- 
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durtion - is adequated to lccal needs, even if official data report a 

population of 1 unit every 500 Ha. 

Therefore, we can not talk about complete and rational mechaniza- 

tion for any work; primary and secondary tillage are mainly done by a- 

nimal drawn implements and all the other works are hand made or accom- 

plished by animal help. This leads to a labour productivity still very 

low, around 1,400-1,600 hours per hectare per crop. It may be interes- 

ting to point out that, in the Italian paddy areas, productivity varies 

from a minimum of 700 hours/Ha , in farms  covering less than 10 

hectares, to a maximum of 80 hours/Ha, in big farms. The average wage of 

agricultural workers is 10-12 times superior to the average one in 

ECAFE countries, and this a'ks a well developed mechanization. 

3.2 - According to official informations and to nations 1 and interna- 

tional experts opinions, there is no complete agreeme.it on the goals 

to aim in order to develop Wet-lands mechanization, (r.  someone advice, 

it is necessary to go through a period of animal mechanization; accor- 

ding to others, - even if they recognize that paddy areas mechaniza- 

tion tas to be developed very slowly - it is important to push toward 

more advanced levels, introducing the use of power-tillers; a third 

view-point is -o skip the two above mentioned stages and to start u- 

sing tractors, equipped with consistant sized implements. Motivations 

of these different purposes come from different considerations; ani- 

mal mechanization stage is considered necessary especially for social 

reasons, in order to mantain the employing level in primary sector and 

not to increase labour productivity,tendency toward an higher level of 

mechanization comes from the need to improve works (deeper plowing, hi- 

gher timeliness in practices execution, lover losses) and to free wo- 

men and school age youngestes from continous land work. This means to 

take the risk to slowly increase labour productivity in agriculture and 

to develop local construction of tractors and agricultural machines, 

so to «peed up the shifting of active population from the agricultural 

to the industrial sector. 



Ne  doubt   that   the   last   purpose  seems   theoretically  rational,   but 

it   should  be  verified  chance  by chance,   with accurate   and  realistic 

researches  starting from  the  farmers'   actual  and  future  purchasing ca- 

pacity.   Infact  this capacity is not always   increasing  because of   tre- 

quent  money devaluation.   However,   its  realization would   bring along 

the  advantage  of   allowing  -  through  better  working  practices,   lower 

losses and  higher  timeliness - a  10-15% production   increase,  as  it 

has  been demonstrated by   specific  studies  conducted   in some countries 

by  soase research  institutes, and  IRR I of  them seems  the most impor- 

tant . 

It shoulu also be taken into consideration the priorities given 

by the Governments concerning mechanisation development.   It  seems, 

infact,  that  these priorities concern the need of reducing product 

losses and of rationalising (where they are already existing)  irri- 

gation and drainage systems. 

Concerning the first goal,  it should be developed  the use of  : 

- peaticide distribution machine»; 

- threshing «achines; 

- modern hullera and, on »nailer seal«, dryers. 

Only this mechanisation spreading seems able to reduce of 50Z 

and,   in    some caaes, more, product losses, which are actually amoun- 

ting to about 30%. 

Concerning the second goal, it ia planned - in coherence with 

the foreseen irrigation development - to spread the use of power o- 

perated pumas, with small and medium delivery, to be used both by 

cooperatives and by single farms. The problems of drainage, and can- 

nais and ditches excavation and maintenance mechanization are rare- 

ly considered. 

Excluding two-crops-per-ytar areas where timeliness needs it im- 

mediately (such as Korea, and, on a smaller scale, Philippines and 

Indonesia), it ia foreseen to introduca harvesters, starting from 

self-propelled raspar binders and gradually shifting to combines, 

sccording to different countries' socio-economi cai development.Fi- 

nally, the problemi of tranaplanting mechanisation has not been taken 
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into consideration yet and it should he solved in future times. Howe- 

ver, a trc"splanting rational mechanization looks extremely difficult 

and, on present knowledges, successes obtained in realizing transplan- 

ters have been small. For this reason may be useful considering a gra- 

dual spreading of broadcasting, which is already practised on a cer- 

tain extension of Wet-lands (from 10 to 1ST) and successfully used in 

other parts of the world and particularly in Europe. 

All this is related to the spreading of tractors, power-tillers 

ând consistant »achines for primary and secondary tillage, in 

addition to a large engines disposing. 

These are the tendencies more or less emphasized in the different 

countries, to develop mechanization. However, on the basis of the col- 

lected informations, it does not seem possible to conduct a deeper a- 

nalysis on fiture demands, following informations officially furnished 

by the countries themselves. These informations are, infact, rather un- 

certain (future demand of some machines is often valued in a 1 to 2 ra- 

tio) , becauae, only in a very few cases it is based on a broad analy- 

sis. 

The obtained figures are reported in table 3 to 10 which a gene- 

ral indication can be taken from : annual demand of the above mentio- 

ned machines is supposed to increase between 2 and 3 times in 1975, 

and about 4 times, compared to the 1970-71 situation, in 1980. In so- 

me countries, however, it can already be seen a clear tendency to 

reach a first target mechanization development for pesticida distri- 

bution, threshing and irrigation. 

For this reason and considering how uncertain the situation looks, 

it is better to give indications on the optimal mechanisation level 

and on the consistent machines population, rather than trying to guess - 

close by - the actual situation. This also because today situation 

does not look too good as far as models and sizes choises are concer- 

ned. 
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3.3 - Concerning facilities given by Che Governments to farmers to help 

purchasing of machines, table 13 clearly shows that shorter and longer 

loans, at quite different interest rates, are given almost everywhere. 

However, only few farmers seem to be using these facilities, because 

of lack of knowledge of the facilities themselves and lack of money. 

It is advisable that loan«* for agricultural machines should be given 

with 5-7 years tarm at very low interest rates; moreover Government 

gift contributions amounting to some % of the machines value, may be 

necessary. Of course machines have to be really useful, well used 

and consistent with the farm's needs, so that there should be a care- 

ful control of loans, these to be especially given to cooperatives 

and according to the gross output value. Studies should be conducted 

to determine the optimum mechanisation levels and to certify the per- 

formances of machines to give loans for. 

To completa shaping the actual situation it should be reminded 

that, in most catea, repair, maintenance and extension services,tech- 
# 

nic.al and mechanical training for farmers together with training for 

mechanics and repair-men are not so developed  (table 14). These ser- 

vices should be improved and should increase  together with the sprea- 

ding of mechanization; researches on the standardization of models, 

machines sizes and their parts should be conducted,  too,  in order to 

obtain the minimum costs and the greater setnplification of afrer-sa- 

le service. These should be accomplished by mean of an organization 

based on main centers, for deep revisions, divided in «tub-centers 

equipped with mobile workshops for everyday maintenance. 

It should also be mentioned the sector of agricultural machines 

research, which belongs to different Universities or to the Ministries 

of Agriculture.  Thin sector is under developed and - even if there a- 

re high level scientists who often studied abroad - the units are not 

sufficiently provided with scientific and experimental equipments. Not 

alway8,  infact, modern researches really useful for a rational develop- 

ment of agricultural mechanizations are conducted and some types of 

research already performed by most technologically advanced countries 

are often followed.    There is also a complete  lack of  standardization 



studies and, btsides very few cases,  of mechanization.  The already 

existing units should be encouraged and developed - because of their 

very important function - and  their activities should  be coordina- 

ted  both at country and regional  levels. 

4 - PRODUCTION AND SUPPLY OF AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY 

4.1 - In the 9 visited countries,  th« development level of tractor 

and agricultural machinas factories is very low and does not seem 

up-to-date compared to the general industrial development of the 

countries themselves. 

While in some cases agricultural machines production is going 

through an almost static phase, in other countries initiatives ri- 

se,  incentives and facilities ire given by the Governments and the 

whole situation    seems to be quite a dynamic one. On the other hand 

it should be said that not always developments are coordinated and 

oriented, choices coherent, priorities clearly stated and technical 

assistance assured. The last one, infect, is seldom conducted 

through    specific        study and research centers (often known as Me- 

tal Industry Development Centers) having precise functions in hel- 

ping planning, choices of materials and quality control. Anyway, 

these centers are not always connected with agricultural machinery 

research centers, so that choices of machines, models and sizes to 

be made are sometimes insicure and not rewarding. In other cases, 

on the contrary, this strong coordination exists and the activity - 

which is starting right now - is following correct and rational 

trends. 

Tractors and agricultural machines production is, in the who- 

le,  still very modest, without coordination and clear purposes snd 

it is mainly following the U.S. and Japan experiences. Most of lar- 

ge and medium scale manufacturers hold joint-ventures with foreign 

companies. Only in very small production the ingenouity of crafts 
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men and   local mechanics  is  fully applied, manufacturing - with a com- 

plete  lack of modern   technical  instruments - simple but well-concei- 

ved equipments which are completely fitting agricultural needs. This 

is done,  for example,  by very small factories as  the ones of power- 

tillers,   in Thailand,  and of  threshers,   seeders and cleaners in Phi- 
lippines,  etc. . 

It  is interesting to point out  two elements which have been 

seen in every country  : 

- the    gap    between    annual    production    and    production    ca- 

pacity in almost every factory can be expressed through a 1/2 ratio 

but,  in some cases,  it seems to be much higher; 

- the labour's productivity is going - as an average index - from 

1500 to 2000 $/year per worker, and it seems is due to low wages 

and to low capital  investments for equipments. 

4.2 - On these premises basis, now it seems useful to exam in the pro- 

duction capacities of the 9 visitad countries. An analysis of the 

existing situation shows that : 

- total tractor production (26.5-70 HP)  is about 25-26,000 units 

per year, with a foreseen     capacity of developing up to 150-170,000 

units per yaar by 1980. The actual production - which consists of 

simple assembling in Indonesia, Pakistan and Philippines, of assem- 

bling or local making in 2 other countries and reaches in the re- 

maining ones a 80% value of local content - meets 50% of annual de- 

mand. Considering the foreseen developments by 1980,it should meet 

80-90% of local demand, as stated by the Governments;  these data, 

anyway, can't be completely taken for granted. There are about 20 

factorías with a production capacity going from a minimum of 1,000 

assembled units per year  (Indonesia, Korea, Philippines, Thailand), 

to a maximum of 15-20,000 units/year  (India); 

- power-tiller production (4-12 HP)   is about 11-12,000 units/year 

with a foreseen expansion capacity up  to about  100,000 unics/year 

by 1980. Actual production - which presents a  local content value 
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from 30  to 80S  - meets   50-60Z of  annual   demand;   with  the   foreseen 

development,   it  should meet  70-802 of   officially estimated  demand 

by  1980.  There are about  20 factories,  with a capacity  going  from 

400-500 units/year   (Thailand),   to  10,000 units/year   (Korea); 

5 HP or more diesel and gasoline engines production is about 350- 

360,000 units/year;  only a part of  this production  is used  for a- 

gricultural purposes.  There is a foreseen expansion capacity up to 

500,000 units/ytar by 1980.  The production is divided  into a great 

number of factories som« of which are very small and completely  lacking 

in quality control. Only in one case,  is consisting    in simple as- 

••mbly, with a foreseen progressive increase of local content  (Indo- 

nesia).  Infact,  in the other cases,    average value of  local content 

is about  50-70%.  Th« gap between production and demand varies from 

on« country to th* oth«r  :  in Indonesia, Nepal and Philippines, a- 

gricultural angines are almost totally importad;  in Thailand, demand 

ia 5 timet largar than local production while, in all  th« other coun- 

tries, production and demand are practically standing by; 

- 5 HP or leas micro-engines production is made only in 3 out of the 9 

visitad countries  (India, Korea, Thailand) and amounts  to 50,000 

units/year; a new production is starting in Indonesia.  Actual pro- 

duction (whose local content value varies from 0 - assembly - to 70Z) 

is very inferior to demand, masting only a 30-35% of  it. According 

to the foreseen development, it should meet up to 50-55% by 1980.The- 

re are about 30 factories, with a very limited production capacity; 

only 3-4 factories manufacture more than 5,000 units/year. 

If this ië a short summary concerning tractors and engines ma- 

nufacturing, there are only very uncertain data concerning the main ca- 

tegories of agricultural machines for riee-growing production, it often 

consist« of very small factories scattered all over the countries .which a- 

r« very difficult to control. This is true especially as tar as hand 

tools,    plow«   »ne other implements for secondary tillage are concer- 

ned}    they are moatly locally produced for animal-drawn.  On the con- 

trary, the same implements (mechanically drawn) are either imported 

or made (with variable local content)   in existing factories as second 



or   third  product.  Besides  these specific  sector,  the manufacturing 

situation of paddy-growing machines can be  summarized as  follows   : 

- pumps  production is rather developed and  spread;   it  is  slowly de- 

creasing concerning hand operated models and  increasing concerning 

power  operated ones   (sizes   :   2"-8" 0).The  latter models production ca- 

pacity  is about 120,000 units/year  (30-8OX local   content)  compared 

to a  60-70,000 unit« demand,  for agricultural use.  The foreseen 

development has not been clearly stated  (excluding some countries 

as Iran, Korea and Philippines) as well as future annual demand. 

Factories are valued around 160-170 units, all ama 11-med i um capa- 

city,  besides 3 or 4 plants in India; 

- sprayers and dusters production is done in 7 out of the 9 visited 

countries, as far ai hand operated models, and in only 3 coun- 

tries   (India, Korea and Pakistan) as far as power operated and 

trac tori mounted models are concerned. According to the Govern- 

ments' plans, these models should locally be made by 1980 in al- 

most  every country, mee ting some 50-60% of  1980 demand; 

- threshers production concerning hand operated models, exists in 

3 countries (India, Korea and Philippines) and, concerning power 

operated models, in 7 countries by 150 small and medium-sea1 e 

factories. Production meets internal demand, which is quite mo- 

dest,   today, and will grow up to 5 times by 1980. For this pro- 

duction a future development of p.t.o. driven models is forecast, 

but not clearly specified; 

- dryers production    - whose utility has been never taken into con- 

sideration except in Korea and India (manufacturing countries) - 

does not practically exist.  In almost every countries, by 60 

small-scale industries hullers and other machines for paddy pro- 

cessing (small working-capacity less than 1 ton/h) are made. 
It can be interesting now to express a development index shoving the 

relation existing among production capacity of the above mentioned 

sectors and countries'  needs in terms of mechanization and cultiva- 

ted areas. This index is roughly showing the countries having better 

facilities for internal development in terms of  local production of 



machines  for paddy mechanization and   th¿  sectors where   an    holp might 

be needed.   Concerning  tractors,  for example,   Iran   i. presenting  a mo- 

re advanced  situation having an annual production capacity of   1   trac- 

tor per every 900 Ha of cultivated area  (average of  the European Com- 

mon Market   :   1  tractor/year per every 200 Ha);  Burma,  India 4nd   Phi- 

lippines bave a production capacity «bout  1  tractor/year per  3-4,000 

Ha;  Pakistan,   1  trretor/year every 5,500 Ha and Thailand  1   tractor/ 

year every 8,500-9,000 Ha. These relations are almost valid,  also 

concerning power-tillers production capacity, excluding Korea which 

has a manufacture capacity of 1 power-tiller per year every 80 Ha. 

This high capacity is 6 times bigger than annual production. 

The above mentioned figures mean that if, for example, the trac- 

tor production capacity of a country (excluding the problems of choi- 

ce of models, local content etc.) is I unit per year every 4,000 cul- 

tivated Ha and it is going to remain the »aae in the future, to reach 

a complete and rational mechanisation of agriculture no less than 150 

years will be needed. From this comes the necessity to plan produc- 

tion developments, in times and ways to be defined only through accu- 
rate and deep studies. 

On engines it can be said that,  for the 5 HP or more ones,   in- 

dustrial capacities for India (i unit/440 Ha) and Pakistan  (1 unit/ 

770 Ha) have to be doubled to adequate them to the development needs, 

while Iran's capacity is already quite adequated and Korea's one  is e- 

ven overabundant. At the same time,  Burma and Thailand present the ne- 

cessity of a big production development, as well as the other coun- 

tries lacking of engine factories. Micro-engines (less than 5 HP)  are 

produced only, on a very small scale,  in India, Korea and Thailand 

and there is complete lack of production capacity in all the countries 

Concerning pumps, production should be developed in Indonesia 

(whose specific capacity is 1/10 of the other countries' one),  Burma, 

Iran,  Philippines and Pakistan. Excluding Korea, all countries need 

a fast development in the power operated threshers sector.  The situa- 

tion of knapsack power operated sprayers, dryers and huiler s, whose 

production is  lacking  in every country,   looks much more serious. 



All   this does not   fully present  the development situation of 

tractors and agricultural  machines  local  construction,  but  it   is use- 

ful   to emphasize some aspects. The mentioned needs, disaggregated per 

country and per machine's  size and model,  will  be discussed   later   in 

this report,  following  the analysis on the optimum mechanization of 

paddy areas. 

It now seems more useful  to conduct an exam on the present  si- 

tuation, as it has been  seen,  and on its future development,  accor- 

ding to official plans.   It  should be pointed out  that, excluding so- 

me  peculiar cases,  production is made  in medium and  small-scale  in- 

dustries;  technical  features look,  in the whole,   satisfactory even if 

foundry techniques,  heat  treatment and quality control do not comple- 

tely meet requirements.  All  these 3 sectors need  to be developed and 

improved. 

Another problem which should be reminded concerns the lack of 

spare parts and machines  standardization;  such standardization  is ne- 

cessary to reduce both production and maintenance costs.  Factories 

often present a very  large  products diversification, even operating 

onsraall  scale. Typical   is  the example presented by a factory which 

will manufacture  2,500 engines per year  in the range between  10 and 

140 HP. This large diversification increases   :  costs for raw mete- 

rials,  finished and  semifinished products  supplies; need of  large 

store-houses for spare  parts; production costs because of a conside- 

rably reduced labour productivity. 

According to researches conducted  in many European countries it 

can be said that models and parts standardization brings along an in- 

crease    of work productivity (for example,  saving of time needed for 

changing tools in the machines) which is about 10-15?, with a consis- 

tent cost reduction.   If we add    by this, advantages coming from re- 

duction costs for semifinished products, raw materials and spare parts 

semplification,  it  is possible to reach a production cost reduction 

of about  15Z.  This,  of  course,  is true on european conditions where 

the average productivity of agricultural machinery manufacturing la- 

bour  goes up to  12-13,000 % per year and  therefore  is 8 to  10 times 
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higher than the average one in the visited countries. 

In consequence, stated the differences existing between the 2 si- 

tuations, especially concerning investments for equipments, it can be 

said that standardization could bring, in the ECAFE countries, 8-10% 

rating economical benefits, without charges in other production para- 

meters. The problems of raw materials supplies and spare parts store- 

house still remaining the same. 

Attention should be also given to casuality through which produc- 

tions and machines to be made are planned. 

It seems advisable that the Governments on the basis of data and 

researches, lead and guide production decisions which aim to finali- 

ze production efforts and industrial development according to priority 

criteria. For this purpose - besides supporting small industries, which 

are not equipped with technical staff, to improve productions - organi- 

zations such as the Metal Industry Development Centers or similar ones, 

whose goal of technical assistance seem foundamental, should be enlar- 

ged and developed. 

On organization and facilities in technical and produc tive terms, 

the visited factories present considerable diversifications: in some 

cases - especially the largest and the most modern ones - there are 

well equipped and organized workshops. As examples we can mention : 

Rana Tractors and Beco in Pakistani Escort, Vicon and V.S.T.Tillers 

Tractors in India} Dae Dong in Korea; Thais Hang Long Co. in Thailand; 

Iterateci Corporation and Bormaheco Inc. in Philippines; Quick in Indo- 

nesia; Ashtad Icon Mfg. in Iran. However, generally speaking, most fac- 

tories are scarsely furnished with facilities and tool machines are of- 

ten too old; for this reason, this production has to be limited to car- 

pentry and assembly, by purchasing many parts abroad. Some factories al- 

so support themselves, according to old fashioned production concepts, 

on a small foundry for their needs. Anyway all industries have capa- 

ble and skilled workers, most of whom acquired their experience in 

the factories themselves because of technical schools lacking. Owners 

present big contractor capabilities which deserve to be protected, 

encouraged and coordinated, in the frame of che actual labour producti- 



vity level and foreseeing slow and long term increases. The problem is 

to choice the right machines to be manufactured, to see how to  make 

them and which local content with , to find out annual production in re- 

lation with market' needs, aiming at the most economical production. 

Principles of the economies of scale are not practically taken in- 

to consideration, especially in defining single industries production 

capacities. This problem - even if, as mentioned above, low investments 

industries are not so interested as the ones with high investments - 

looks more and more important every day. As it has been proved by ame- 

rican and european experiences, if production in a mechanical facto- 

ry doubles, costs will have only a 40-60% increase, depending on the 

investments and on the kind of production. As investments weight on 

production between 6 and 15%, all this will carry along saving in 

production costs not inferior to 3-9% of total value. 

4.3 - The situation concerning raw materials production and ancillary 

facilities is not far different from the tractors and agricultural ma- 

chines one but usually a little more advanced and constantly develo- 

ping. This situation is summarized in tables 11 and 12, showing, for 

some main products actual local production and its correspondence to 

the present and future manufacture of tractors and agricultural machi- 

nes. 

In general terms, it can also be said that all the visited coun- 

tries are rich of natural resources which have not been completely ex- 

plored and whose utilization has only recently been started; factories 

for raw materials production are slowly developing. In some countries, 

the development plan for this sector is only presented in general terms 

and it does not seem to be based on a precise programme of the develop- 

ment itself, according to coordinate priorities and in connection with 

other economical sectors. 

According to official sources, good facilities for tyres produc- 

tion are given now only in India and Korea, while their extension is 
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planned to reach  Iran, Pakistan,  Philippines and Thailand  by  1980. Pis-' 

ton« production adequated  to   internal demand exists only  in Pakistan 

and will be extended to Korea,   India and Thailand by 1980.  Gears, chains 

and batteries will be probably manufactured in every country by 1980, 

while bearings will be made juat in Iran, Korea and Pakistan (only in 

thia last country present    production is already meeting internal de- 

mand) . Fuel  injection pumps and carburettors will probably be manufac- 

tured by 1980 in India, Korea,  Pakistan and Philippines. 

Finally, concerning tool machines, they are actually manufactured - 

•ven if quantity   and modela are not always adequated to local needs - 

in Iran, Korea and Pakistan.  At least concerning the moat comon models, 

other countries will soon be producing the tame sort of machines too. 

Concerning raw materiale and ancillary facilities useful for local 

tractors and agricultural machines manufacture, their production - even 

if not always adequated to internal needs - together with the develop- 

ment of foundry, casting, forging and heat-treatments, will be eventual- 

ly assured in every country, by 1980, excluding - for some products - 

Indonesia, Nepal, Philippine« and Thailand. 

It can be pointed out that, in the next 10 years,  it will be possi- 

ble to obtain a considerable development in the local construction of 

tractors and agricultural machines with local content not  inferior to 

50-6OZ, in comparison with a 15-20% present average value, on referen- 

ce to all countries snd all products. 

Such perspective see»« to be a really good one, even if there are 

doubt« that such increase can be obtained insuch a short period of ti- 

ne, considering the present average level of industrial development. 

This development, in any case, will bring along increase and apringing 

up of organisations and centers for materials control, sise unifica- 

tion«, study and research. 

4.4 - To speed up the development and to help new industrial  invest- 

ments in every country, facilities credits at low interest,  tax exemp- 

tons, duty free, etc. are given, as shown in table 13.  There are no 
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precise informations on the facilities given by the Government of  Bur-' 

ma,  while,  as far as Nepal  is concerned,  the actual  plan does give prio- 

rity not to the mechanical sector development but to agricultural pro- 
ducts processing plants. 

In all the other countries, on the contrary, incentives are given 

according Co declared priorities concerning choices of the kinds of ma- 

chines to be manufactured, on the basis of production sizes (the grea- 

test facilities are assigned to small-scale industries, that *-ns to 

factories vhich, excluding land and buildings,«* investments less than 

100,000 $).This ia also depending upon the places where they are going 

to be  installed : rural areas are favoured in comparison with urban ones. 

Governments usually favour joint ventures with well reputed industries 

of more techno logically advanced countries} in some cases, profits can 
return te ehe joining country. 

Some countries - say Iran and Pakistan - are presently studying 

(together with Turckey) common productions able to supply regional mar- 

kets, rather than national ones. The goal is to obtain a greater annual 

production and a greater specialisation in each factory, which brings 
economical benefits coming from the economies of scale. 

Such cooproduction among the ECAFE countries has to be encouraged 

through proper incentives, once productions and priorities have been 
fixed. 

To complete drawing the whole situation, it should be said that re- 

aeerches in the mechanical sectors are insufficiently developed, often 

not too strictly related to real problems and they have to be improved 

and coordinated. Same things can be said about technical assistance for 

factories, quality control and technical training at different levels. 

The technical assistance conducted by centers and industrial corpora- 

tions in the different countries, in favour of manufacturers, seems to 

be quite useful. Anyway the juat mentioned centers should operate in 

atrict connection with the agricultural machines research and testing 

units. They also need to be coordinated and improved; big progresses 

have to be obtained in the technical training sector. 

Universities hold a good role even if, for unavoidable reasons 
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they sometimes «re too far from practical applicati on, 

5 - OPTIMUM MECHANIZATION PLANNING AND CHOICE 

5.1 - The analysis conducted in the first part of this report was only 

be meant to point out different aspects of the present situation, its 

fauita and ita poeitive elements, without deeply penetrating into the 

foreseen development of mechanisation and tractors and agricultural ma- 

chines local conatruction. This has been purposely avoided because in 

the different plans some contradictions, concerning supply and demand 

and the relation between their increaaement, have been detected. 

Therefore,  it's quite difficult to give precise indications on the 

future. They can be formulated only in a wide range of hypothesis and 

after long researches on local conditions and real   evolution possibi- 

lities. It seems more useful, to give SOM indication« - mostly from 

a methodological point of view - on how to plea mechanisation develop- 

aant on paddy erees. Such development should become a foundaaental ba- 

sis to forese a retional and coherent evolution of manufacturing in- 

dustrias. It should also be seid thet a certain mechanisation level - 

as we have already written - corresponds to a particular socio-econo- 

aicel condition.    This can be expressed through a mechanisation index 

IB comparing the share of machine work in the total human and machine 

work end represented by e certein group and sise of machines. Each le- 

vel offers e determinated labour productivity and lows working costs 
in connection to machines and labour costs. 

If different levels of meehaniaation, bringing ever different la- 

bour productivities and different eosta of equipments, «re taken es hy- 

pothesis, the optimum levels, abla   to reduce tetel costs to a minimum 

in the different conditions, can be found out, in relation to labour 
costs. 



(MO      0,20      030      0,40       QfiO     OfiO 
Mechanization  index   ( Im) 

Pig. 1 - Relation among mechanization index, machine cotta, la- 
bour coati and total costs (machines + labour) per Ha. 
Point. Ml# M2, M3 represent the minimum total co.t., 

taten wages are 0.75, 1.50 and 3.50 * per day. In such 
cases, optimum mechanisation index resulta ti.- 0.20, 



5.3  - On  such a  basis  - which has been developed for   the   first  time   in 

an organic and complete way by Mr.T.Nowacki  some years ago  -  it has been 

looked  for a solution to our  problems, considering  :   4 different mecha- 

nization  levels   (by manual and animal means:  by using 12-14 HP power- 

tillers;  by using 20-22 HP tractors,  4-wheel drive;  by using 30-35 HP 

tractors - the  last machines,  equipped with consistant  implements for 

primary and secondary tillage, for bunds reconstruction, ditches esca- 

vation and maintenance,  irrigation and transports)  and 3 different wa- 

ges    levels, 0.75 |/day. 1.50 $/day and 3.50 «/day. These three levels, 

compared to th. first level called - 1, based on animal drawn equipment 

and having a mechanization index i^ - 0.12, permit to reach a producti- 

vity increase on the total work, as follows  : 

12-14 HP power-tiller     t    1^ - 0.20        productivity index - 1.15 

20-22 HP tractor 

30-35 HP tractor 

:    lm - 0.30;      productivity index - 1.40 

8    lm » 0.42;      productivity index - 1.65. 

Considering that with animal drawn equipment paddy asks about 

1,400 man.hour./crop, with power-tillers such work goes down to 1,200- 

1,250 man.houre/crop, with 20-22 HP tractors to 950-1,000 man.hours/ 

crop and with 30-35 HP tractors to lets than 850-900 man.hours/crop. 

The last figure, by way of mechanizing other practices (such as fer- 

tiliaation, pesticides distribution, broadcasting and transplanting) 

can    be considerably reduced in further time«. 

On these basis graphic« of figure number 1 clearly show« that, 

while with present labour wages the minimum cost Mj (as far as machi- 

ne« «re completely utilised all through the year and can work on ade- 

qu.t.d surface«)   i. obtained with i^ - 0.20 (power-tiller.) .Only when 

labour wage« will reach about  1.50 fcVday (curve 5ubour 2)th. mechaniza- 

tion index will be 1^ - 0.30 (20-22 HP tractor) and only when labour wa- 

ge« will amount to more than 3 l/day it will be convenient to introduce 

lm - 0.42 and than to us« 30-35 HP tractors.According to the graphic cur- 

ve« , animal mechanization already seems now to be more expensive - ex- 

cluding particular conditions - than che use of power-tillers.It can al- 

so be  neen that - at last in a large portion of Wet-lands - the use of 
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tractors of bigger size than the indicated ones, more sophisticated 

and capable of a greater productivity, as the ones actually realized 

and sold in the ECAFE countries, can only uiake the economical situa- 

tion worse and increase total production costs, besides increasing 

to much labour productivity. 

It is not possible to indicate when social conditions which will 

bring 3-3.5 g/day will be reached. It could happen in 10 or in 20 or 

«ven in 30 years. It is sure, anyway - as clearly shown by the line 

W in fig. 2, which relates labour wages with I-t and by the curve M, 

which relates mechanization index with equipments costs - that the 

us« of more than 30-35 HP tractors will not be convenient until that 

time. 

G«n«rally speaking and perhaps excepting Iren, present period 

••est to be the best one for using power-tiller« equipped with con- 

sistant equipments. Their use bring, «long a 15% productivity in- 

crease compered to the actual situation. This means that, if¿ver po- 

wer-tiller» would be generally used, only 87 out of 100 agricultural 

worker« could find a rational employement in agriculture. The re- 

tsaing 13 should settle on new activities such as manufacturing, sel- 

lingand after «ale servicing of power-tillers «ni equipments. The a- 

bov« mentioned percentage seems to be quite close to reality. 

That is tru« only concerning mechaniiation of «orne works rela- 

ted to paddy growing and especially primary and secondary tillage, 

irrigation and transport«, and docs not take into account all the ad- 

vantage« coming from th« improvement« of work« in consequence of a 

rational machines us«.What we have said is not th« whole problem.In- 

fect, it seem« u««ful to think about the mechanization development 

for paddy harvesting and threshing and the spreading of dryers end 

modern huiler«, beside« mechanization of pesticide« distribution 

through knapsack power operated sprayer«. Thi« should be done in or-, 

der to remarkably reduce losses of product which depend from the way 

treatments are conducted, and in order to conduct treatments Lhera- 

•elve« in time. Such are the advantage« coming fro« a mechanization con- 

sistant with the above defined level, that they simply overcome the 

just mentioned economical problem. Infect, it has to be considered 
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that - excluding harvesting - machines can operate on rather large 

areas, considerably reducing their cost incidence per hectare or per 

ton of product. 

It seems quite important to employ : 

- self propelled reaper binders simple, strong and low cost - which 

can in case be connected with the above mentioned power-tillers 

utilizing also for other crops; 

- mobile drum threshers working on stationary position, power ope- 

rated, as the ver> good model recently realized by IRRI; 

- small dryers, irobile model, able to serve few tens hectares area 

each; 

- bigger and more sophisticated hullers, able to serve few hundreds 

hectares area each. 

It should be added that, while there are no problems for sprea- 

ding threshers, dryers and hullers, 10-14 HP self propelled reaper 

binders can increase 5-6 times hand labour productivity. So that,at 

least at the beginning, their introduction should be limited to a- 

teas with 2 crops per year and having an average yield production 

not inferior to 2 tons/ha. 

r>.3 - The problem, now, is to see which surfaces can be worked by 

each farmer and by the different tractors, considering, on one hand, 

the needs to have timely practices execution and,on the other hand,their 

useful life. In consequence, the amount of machines necessary for a 

complete mechanization and the machines cost in connection with 

the output value can be easely calculated, compared with the far- 

mers' purchasing capacity. 

It is well known that the useful life of a tractor is about 

8-10,000 hours. Technical obsolescence is reached in 8 up to 10 

years time.Consequentiy,to completely use a power machine in its 

possibilities, it should be employed not less than 1,000 hours/ 

vear.For a tractor or a power-tiller, equipped with the implements 

necessary for primary and secondary tillage, bunds reconstruction, 



irrigation and  transport  and,   in case,for  ditches maintenance,   the 

following average use  and   productivity  can  be   foreseen,   considering 

one  crop  per  year   (tig.2  -   line  S  )    : 

Mechanization  index Averag« uia Equi paart pro- Specific  power 
ductivity loading 

(I  ) • (houri/Ha) (Ha) (HP/Ha) 

O.ÍO « power-tillar   12-14  HP 120-140 7-8 1.7-, .8 

O.JO • tractor  20-22 HP 100-110 Í-10 1.Í-2.0 

0.42 - tractor  J0-J5 HP 70-80 14-16 2.1 

In  the case of   two crops per year ,the area goes down   :   to   5-6 Ha, 

for power-tillers;   to  7.5-8.5 Ha,  for 20-22  HP tractors and   to   12- 

13  Ha,   for  30-35 HP tractors.  This especially occurs    because  of  bet- 

ter   timeliness  in working practices. 

Concerning other  practices mechanization and considering  that 

the  useful  life of machines goes just  about  up  to  3,500 hours,   figu- 

res  can  be   : 

- 1   knapsack power  operated   sprayer   (which can be   substituted   in  fu- 

ture  with power-ti 11er   or   tractor mounted  models)   every  2.5-3  Ha; 

- 1 self propelled reaper binaer (1.40 m cut width) every 14-16 Ha, 

for one crip per year,  or  every    9-11   Ha,   for   two crops  per  year; 

- 1 power operated drum thresher (0.4-0.6 tons/hour operated by the 

power-tiller p.t.o.) every 50 Ha, for one crop per year, and eve- 

ry 40 Ha,  for  two crops  per year; 

- 1 mobile dryer  (0.6-0.8   tons/Ha)  every  50 Ha,   for one crop  per  year, 

and every 40 Ha, for  2 crops per year; 

- 1 mill  plant of medium output capacity,   every 500 Ha,   for  either   i 

or   2 crops per year. 

All   this,  while   (fig.2 - curve  S )   labour  productivity varies 

from  1.2  Ha per worker  and  per crop, with animal drawn mechanization, 

to   1.9 Ha/worker per crop with I    - 0.20 and  to  2.7 Ha/worker   per 

crop with I    - 0.42. 

Referring to a paddy area of about  C4,000,000 Ha   (20,000,000 Ha 



irrigated  or  with  two crops)   the  following  need  of  machines  for  diffe- 

rent mechanization   levels  can be  hypothisized   : 

- 12-14  HP  power-tillers(equipped with plow,  harrow,   puddler,   leveller, 

pump and driving axle  trailer)   :   7,500,000 units; 

- power  operated drum  threshers   :   1,300,000 units; 

- mobile  dryers   :   1,300,000 units; 

- mill   plants   :   130,000 units; 

- self   propelled  reaper   binders   (limited   to areas  with  2 crops  per 

year  or  with high output)   :   1,500,000 units; 

- knapsack power operated   sprayers   :   22,000,000 units. 

Of  course,  these  figures  stand by more to  theory  than to practice. 

Infact   the  above mentioned  population will   be  reached   in nc   less   than 

30 years,  when  the   social-economical  development   of   some countries   - 

and  perhaps  all of   them - will need a more sophisticated mechanization. 

These new Uvels correspond   to the    mechanization  index  I    - 0.30   (2o- 

22 HP  tractor  - which could  be  the power-tiller   itself  transformed   in 

a 4-wheel drive    tractor)   and  I    - 0.42   (30-35  HP  tractor).  Thei     popu- 

lation  - valued  with  the  above mentioned  criteria   -   should  reach  fe.5- 

7,000,000 units   (22  HP model)   and   4,500,000 units   (30-35  HP model) . 

If  now,   we compare  the above mentioned theoretical need» with   the 

future production capacity, according  to official data for the  9 visi- 

ted countries,   it can be verified  that,  whenever  there are no produc- 

tion     increases,  no   less  than 50-70 years would    be needed  to mechani- 

ze paddy-growing, which covers only 31-32% of  the total cultivated  a- 

rea  (of course, a  10* average replacement market  should be taken  into 

consideration). 

The needed  time,  even considering  the most  pessimistic  opinion, 

seems  to be  too long.   It  is, therefore,   stated   : 

- the necessity of a development with manufacturing  sector, greater 

than it has been foreseen up co now; 

- an    accurate choice of models and  sizes, really useful to agricultu- 

re,  which are not produced today; 

- the necessity to  foresee a   manufacturing evolution in the time,   ac- 

cording  to agronomical,   social and economical development. 

It could  be convenient to plan for  enlarging and  improving  the al- 



ready  existing  factories  to  a  higher  production of   the   present machi- 

nes,  and,   especially,   tractors  for crops  different   from  paddy.   It 

should  be   started,   now,   the  organization of  a big  plan,   considering a 

broad  regional cooperation,   for manufacturing tractors,   power-tillers 

and agricultural machi  es,  useful   for  paddy areas,   according to the   a- 

bove mentioned criteria. 

5.4 - Taking  into consideration  the mechanization development,  we 

should  now point out    how much machines  for a rational  mechanization 

of  paddy areas  should cost  with reference  to the  farmers'  purchasing 

capacity. 

By the way it  should be  reminded  that farmers'  purchasing capa- 

city represents a part of gross  income per hectare and  depends, at 

constant   income value,on socio-economical conditions.  According to 

many countries' experiences,  the  equipment purchase  capacity varies 

fro« a minimum of   5-71 of   the gross  income, when  it   is   less  than 

200 |/Ha,  according the  S curve of  table  3, up to about   13-172,when 

the grots   income  is about  600 g/Ha and up  to 18-23%,  when it   is a- 

bout   1,000 |/Ha.  Keferring  to  the conditions  in the visited countries, 

it can be  noticed  that   : 

- m paddy areas whose gross   incora«  is about  250 I/Ha,   the highest   e- 

quipaent  purchase capacity   is about  24-28 % per  hectare and per 

year; 

- in paddy areas whos^  gross   inrome  is about 400 I/Ha,   the highest  e- 

quipment   purchase capacity  is about  40-50 I per  hectare and per 

year; 

- in paddy areas whose gross  income  is about 600 I/Ha,   the highest  e- 

quipm-änt  purchase capacity   is about  80-95  % per  hectare and per 

year. 

Taking   into c  nsideration  the  possibilities,  which are already 

existing  in almost  every country,   to give  5 years   loans  at  91  inte- 

rest  rate   to  the  farmers   in order   to purchase agricultural machines, 

each farmer   has the following capital   in hand   :   90-100  |/Ha,   in  the 
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first case;   160-180 3/Ha,   in the  second case and  310-350 «/Ha,   in 

the   third  one. 

With this amount of money, could it be possible to purchase 

machine according to the ^ - 0.20 mechanization index, conside- 

ring  the optimal areas machines  should  serve? 

On the  standpoint  of  present prices on the market and  exis- 

ting kinds of machines,   the answer can only be negative,  so that 

the  first effort  should be, once  the most aseful and   interesting 

models have  been choosen  in accordance with local conditions,  to 

semplify them as most as possible   (following the principle  started 

from  IRR1 and  from some other visited research units)  and  to fore- 

sec  a standardize    production,  in order  to reduce production costs 

at minimum. 

According   to very approximated    data, which would  need a dee- 

per  cost analysis,   it can be  said  that a machine  stock as the one 

foreseen  in  the mechanizatin  index  Iffl - 0.20  (including sprayers, 

threshers,  dryers and  hullers)  will  need about   190-210 $/Ha  to be 

purchased.  Consequently,   if  a complete mechanization could  theore- 

tically be  realized,  Governments  should give  the  following gift 

contributions   : 

- no   less than  502 of  the  total machine price,  if  gross specific 

incora«  is  less  than 250 g/Ha; 

- between 50 and  10* of   the  total machine price,   if  gross  specific 

income varies between  250 and  450 g/Ha; 

- between 10 and 02 of  the  total machine price,   if gross specific 

income varies between   450 and  600 or more  g/Ha. 

All  this  is valid  in the hypothesis of  the first mechanization 

index.   If  social changes  bring along a fast  salary  increase and,the- 

refore, higher mechanization index are needed,   it would be necessa- 

ry  to modify the a-bove mentioned  figures, which are   in the area de- 

fined  by C curve   in figure  number   i. 



6 - ADVICES ON TRACTORS AND AGRICULTURAL MACHINES LOCAL 

PRODUCTION DEVELOPMENT 

6.1 - Machines  concerning paddy mechanization,  which are judged good 

in technical and  economical  terms and whose  local  production seems u- 

seful,  are   : 

- 12-14 HP power-tiller, equipped with cages wheel and with the follo- 

wing main implements : plow, harrow, puddler, leveller, rototiller, 

trailer, pump and drum roller for bunds reconstruction; 

- 20-22 HP tractor, 4-wheel drive, articulated, transformed from abo- 

ve mentioned power-tiller, simple, strong, with a weight/power ra- 

tio no lower than 45 kg/HP, equipped with : low pressure tyres and 

cage wheels, 3-4 forward and 1-2 backward gears, p.t.o. and three 

point linkage with mechanical lift and the above mentioned imple- 

ments, on consistant sized, plus spading machines, ditchers and 

sprayers; 

- 30-35 HP tractor, 2 or 4-wheel drive, strong, equipped with p.t.o., 

3 points linkage with hydraulic lift, 4-6 gears forward, weight/po- 

wer ratio no less than 40 kg/HP, and the above mentioned implements 

on consistant sizes; 

- knapsack power-operated sprayer (1-3 HP gasoline engine); 

- self propelled reaper binder (1.40 m cut width; 12-14 HP diesel en- 

gine) which could eventually be applied to power-tiller; only on fur- 

ther time it will be possible to forsee combine harvester«; 

- drum  power-operated thresher (0.4-0.6 tons/hour capacity; 6-10 HP 

diesel or gasoline engine); 

- mobile dryer with 0.6-0.8 tons/hour of average capacity; 

- huiler with 0.6-0.8 tons/hour of average capacity; 

- mobile workshop. 

On this basis, it seems useful to conducta short analysis on th« 

different countries' capabilities from an industrial development point 

of view. Considering the above mentioned machines local production, 

and G.D.P. per capita differences - to which wages differences corres- 



pond - existing among the visited countries, it can be said that, al- 

ready now in some cases and in the other countries in the range of 

few years, power-tillers age has been overcome and it should be star- 

ted, from now on, the manufacturing of larger size machines, corres- 

ponding to higher I values. This seems to be the present situation 

in Iran. The same level will be reached in a near future in Korea 

and, in maybe 10-12 years, in Philippines and Thailand.For this reason, 

the adviced method, to use power-tillers to be transformed in fur- 

ther times in small tractor, which can be manufactured with good re- 

sults, as far as standardization and economy of scale are concerned, 

by the same factory, seems to be quite interesting. Such factorv 

should have a diagram of production as shown in table 4, which can 

be varied according to the reached economical level. The same can be 

said about the adviced tractors models (20-22 and 30-35 HP). The ad- 

victd choice of a 20-22 HP tractor, heavy and 4-wheel drive, will 

certainly started discussions, being in open contrast with the ten- 

dency of the main manufacturers in the world and with the most com- 

mon experience. This has been done in order ro realize a tractor, 

simple and economical, able to have hign draw-bar pull and, in the 

same time, easy to be locally manufactured because not requiring so- 

phisticated foundry works. Infact, this tractor has a draw-bar pull 

as high as a 35 HP one (2-wheel drive and 35 kg/HP weighs) and it 

would ,ueet all actual and future paddy growing needs in the ECAFt: 

countries. At the same parameter production cost, this size of trac- 

tor can be realized with a total cost 20-25% less than a 35 HP one. 

Besides, in 1945-1950 period, was it not tne same kind of machines 

used in Europe? 

6.2 - If a complete paddy area mechanization could be realized i.\ 

the next 30 years,"local production capacity foreseen in 1980 should 

be doubled, starting from now, and probably this development would 

not in many cases and for many items enough. This development, of 
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fig. 4 - Curves showing the qualitative relation between the de- 
velopment of power-tillers and 4-wheel drive tractors 
productions in the same factory having a fixed annual 
growing production. 



Fig. 5 - Example of a modern 10-14 HP diesel engine power- 
tiller equipped with cage wheels (weight : 140 kg) 
4 gears forward (2 x 2), from C.8 to 10 km/h, and 
2 backward. P.t.o. has double control for imple- 
ments connection, with authomatic disconnection at 
reverse gears. Guide levers may be taken off and it 
is possible to install a stearing wheel (below) and 
a driving seat and to connect u.e power-tiller with 
a small driving axle trailer able to transport 1 
ton of products. 
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Fig. 6 - Example of a 
sel engine, 
growings (we 
(3 x 2) from 
Such machine 
8tituting gu 
can be trans 
lated and ea 
p.t.o. and 3 

modern power-tiller with 18-22 HP die- 
equipped with cage wheels fitting paddy 
ight about 350 kg), 6 gears forward 
1.0 to 14.5 km/h and 3 backward. 

, adding a driving axle trailer and sub- 
ide levers with a stearing wheel (below) 
formed in 4-wheel drive tractor ,ar''cu- 
sy to handle, strong, equipped with 
points linkage. 



Fig. 7 - Th« same example of a 18-22 HP power-tiller, 
convertible in a tractor, equipped (below) with 
a driving axle trailer able to transport 1.6 
tone of producta. 



course,   seems   not   be  possible. 

However,   this  report does  not certainly  aim at  formulating  evo- 

lution  long  term plan.   Infact,   it  seems more  useful   to  point  out  ma- 

chines which can be   locally manufactured  and according  to which prio- 

rity, on  the  basis  of   actual and future  situation foreseen for  the 

basic   industries and  ancillary facilities and  to formulate   some  con- 

siderations on the   investment problems. 

The above mentioned machines could be  realized  through joint 

ventures with reputed and well established   foreign factories.   The 

main problem is,  changing actual trend,   to  choose cautiously not  on- 

ly the  factories which to organize such cooproduction with,   but   the 

most useful  and  interesting models and  sizes and   to  impose  the ne- 

cessary semplif ications and adaptations needed by the agricultural 

and  industrial  situation of each country,  determing also the  local 

content percentage   in  the time. Of course,   not every power-tiller, 

or  tractor,     or  plow or  reaper binder  -  in  the above  indicated   si- 

zes - can be useful  and  can be locally    manufactured.  An accurate, 

comparative  testing will allow to choose   the best models ard a  broad 

cost and   local  production possibilities   (raw materials,  equipment, 

labour  technical   training, ancillary facilities)   analysis will «How 

to  introduce  the modifications and adaptation needed because of  com- 

mercial  reasons and existing technical capabilities.   It happens very 

often that  - as  it has been recently pointed out by an UNIDO Expert 

in Ceylon -  some parts are  less expensive  if  imported rather   than 

locally manufactured. 

The  local content amount and its variation in the time  should 

be decided on the basis of realistic  technical and economical ana- 

lysis. An industry starting today with a simple assembly - especial- 

ly on a  small  scale - can not seriously forse*    its local content  in- 

crease up  to  100% only  in 4-5 years,  if  its country does not  offer 

very good  basis facilities.   Infact,  in many cases,  it has been seen 

that the plan concerning local content  increase has    not been proved 

successful  and  that  local content is not as  large as expected.  Consi- 

dering the whole of   the visited countries,   local content can be va- 



lued - as said in chapter before - about 15-20% of the whole produc- 

tion value and it is difficult to plan to reach 90-100% before 1990. 

In this context, it seems particularly useful to extend regio- 

nal cooproduction criteria, which consist  in assigning to each 

country a specific production and protecting it from imports, in or- 

der to obtain : good production economy; complete technical staff as- 

sistance and well equipped centers for production control; real pos- 

sibilities of production standardization; spare parts and storage 

houses problems semplification. These are problems very difficult to 

be solved; but it can be interesting to notice the initiative of 1- 

ran, Pakistan and Turkey for a tractors and agricultural machines re- 

gional cooproduction and the ECAFE one to give life to an agricultu- 

ral machinery research, design, testing and prototypes construction 

regional unit. 

6.3 - It is obviously difficult to give exact informations on the 

real possibilities of each country concerning local construction of 

machines. Soma preeceding and specific ECAFE missions, have given 

informations as far as engines and power-tillers production possibi- 

lities. The exposed points of view can be completely shared. 

In any case, however, it should be encouraged local production 
of : 

- 12-14 HP power-tillers : initial assembly and gradually increase 

of local content in Burma and Indonesia; immadiate production with 

20-30Z of local content in India, Korea, Pakistan, Philippines and 

Thailand; assembly in Nepal starting not before than 1980; 

20-22 HP tractors : production with starting about 30% of local 

content in Iran; initial assembly and gradually increase of local 

content from 1977/78 in Korea, Philippines and Thailand; in the o- 

ther countries assembly and production with 20-30% of local content 

not starting before 1980; 

- 30-35 HP tractors : immediate assembly and starting of production 



Fig.   8  -  Example  of  a   "family"  of   8.5,   17 
and  25.5  HP air   cooled diesel  engi- 
nes with  1,   2  and   3  cylinders,  all 
with the same  stroke,   88 mm,  and  bo- 
re,  82 mm.   In manufacturing  these 
kinds of  engines  for agricultural 
purposes even if   they are  realized 
with modern techniques and   sophis- 
ticated materials   (crank case in 
high  strength  light  alloy,   pistons 
in allum1'nium alloy,  valves forged 
from chn ne-silicone  steel,   etc.) 
which allow 4 kg/HP weight,   it is 
very  important -  for an economical 
production - the highest  standardi- 
zation of  single parts.  This consi- 
derably simplifies organization of 
spare parts and after  sale  service. 
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Fig.  9 -   Example  of a  centrifugal 
pun;p,   flanged  with  l.b-:   HP 
gasoline   engine   (total   weight 
8-9  kg) .   Strong and easv   to 
mantain  this pump, with 0 - 
"   1.5",   can offer deliveries 
between   80 and  200 litres/ 
min with   30-10 m heads.   "lu 
the  same   "family" belongs 
the punp   (left)  with 0   -   4", 
driven    by tractor p.t.c. , 
with deliveries between   lòoo 
and   2500  litres/min and  heads 
corresponding to  11-9.60 ta. 
It  requires 10-15 HP power. 

Fig.  10 - Example of a deep w«ll pump, 
multistage with bronse  impel- 
ler«,    ¿riving group and bot- 
tom valve for depth up  to 100 
m,  with 0 - 3" tubes and deli- 
veries up to 950 litrea/min. 



with  30%  local  content  from 1980 in  Iran and Korea;   in oth¿r  coun- 

tries producción should  be only started   in further time;   in  India 

a  larger coordination of  present production should be planned; 

diesel and gasoline engines   (more  than  5 HP)   :   improvement,   stan- 

dardization,  quality control and production development in all   the 

countries where manufacturers are already existing;  new production 

with starting 20-25%  local content of   sizes less than 30 HP  in Phi- 

lippines; 

gasoline engines  (less  than 5 HP)   :  production with starting  20-30% 

local content in Burma,   Indonesia,   Iran,  Philippines and Thailand; 

improvement,standardization, quality control and production deve- 

lopment  in India,  Korea and Pakistan; 

pumps of different sizes,  between 1" and 8" 0  :  improvement,   stan- 

dardization, quality control and production development in Burma, 

India,  Indonesia,   Iran,  Korea,  Pakistan,  Philippines and Thailand; 

simple assembly starting not before'than  1985 in Nepal; 

equipments for primary and  secondary tillage  (consistant with  the 

above mentioned power-machines)   :   improvement, standardization, 

quality control,  coordination and production development  in every 

country; 

spading machines   :   immediate manufacture with initial 40%  local 

content  in every country ,  but Nepal; 

trailers consistant with the above mentioned power-machines   :   pro- 

duction with 40-50%  local content  in Pakistan, Philippines,  and 

Thailand;  assembly in Nepal;   improvement,  standardization,  quality 

control and production development  in the other countries; 

knapsack power operated  sprayers  :   immediate production with 40-50% 

local content in Burma,   Indonesia and  Thailand; improvement,   stan- 

dardization, quality control and production development in the other 

countries,  but Nepal; 

self propelled reaper  binders   :   immediate manufacture with  30%  lo- 

cal  content  in India,   Iran,  Korea,  Pakistan and Philippines;   sim- 

ple assembly in Burma and  Indonesia,  with a foreseen local  content 

of  about   30-40% not  before  than  1985; 
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Fig.   11 - A« labour productivity    increa.es, the incidence of  in- 
vestment» on the production cost increases too,  while the 
labour a one decreases. At every wage level,  we can have 
auch investments so to reduce  total costs to a minimum. 
If  labour costs are low, minimum costs can be realized at 
very low levels of productivity and of investments.  The 
lower limit is expressed by the  technical possibility to 
conduct certain treatnenta without particular equipments 
or by the  local production costs compared with market pri- 
cea.  In this case, an analysis on the costs-benefits ra- 
tio at a national level  should be taken into considera- 
tion. 
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Fig.   12 - Percent  incidence of investments  for plants and equip- 
ments according to different  labour productivity levels, 
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Fig.   13 - Production costs of a single unit vary, at the same 
investment  levels, according to  the  gross annual pro- 
duction,  following curves more or  less close to the 
abscissa axis.  Factories with  small capital invest- 
ments are  little sensitive to economies of  scale and 
their curve are quite horizontal  one.    The curve slo- 
wing labour cost  per unit    is,   theoretically, almost 
an horizontal  one,  practically varies  following the 
hatched   zcne. 



- power  operated drum threshers   :   immediate production with 40-50* 

local  content   in Thailand;   assembly  in Nepal  from  1980;   improvement, 

standardization,     quality control  and  production development   in the' 
other  countries; 

- mobile dryers   :   immediate  production with 30-40%  local  content  in 

Burma,   India,   Indonesia,  Korea,   Pakistan, Philippines and Thailand; 

- hullera   :   improvement,  standardization,  quality control and  produc- 

tion development   in all  the countries where  it   is already existing; 

- mobile workshops   :   immediate production with 30-40%  local content 

in Burma,   India,   Indonesia,   Iran,  Korea, Philippines and Thailand; 

assembly,  not  starting before   1985,in Nepal. 

Further   in the  times and probably not before  1985  it could  be  ta- 

ken into consideration the problem of paddy   combine    harvesters    lo- 
cal production. 

If  these are  the whole needs of various countries  from the ma- 

nufacturing point of view,  there    ia    no   doubt    that    it    is 

practically  impossible to start contemporaneously with all  the  fore- 

cast production.   In consequence,   it  seems useful  to advise some prio- 

rities -  to be discuss during the  expert group meeting - and  to reach 

to realize  some pilot enterprises with    international  organizations 

and high capacity experts assistance.  These priorities concern   : 

- Burma   :   factories foi   self propelled reaper binders and dryers pro- 
duction; 

- India   :   factories for power-tillers and tractors between  12 and  22 

HP manufacture together with consistant equipments for primary and 

secondary tillage,  irrigation,  transport and spraying and for mobi- 
le workshops production; 

- Indonesia   :  factories for power-tillers and tractors between  12 and 

22 HP manufacture together with consistant equipments for primary 

«nd secondary tillage and transport, and for threshers and dryers 
production; 

- Iran  :  factories for 20-22 and  30-35 HP tractors production toge- 

ther with consistant equipments and  for  less than 5 HP engines ma- 
nufacture; 
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Fig.   14   -   Tipical   imple- 
ments  for  primary 
and   secondary til- 
lage   in paddy a- 
reas.   Below,  a 
drum roller  for 
bunds  reconstruc- 
tion,  asking 20-22 
HP   tractor. 



Fig.   15 - Spading machint is judged interesting for primary 
tillage in paddy areas. Above, we can see a 4 spades 
p.t.o. driven model, 1 m work width for a  20-22 HP 
tractor, of about 320 kg weight; below, a  10 spades 
model  (2.17 m work width; 850 kg weight)   for a 60 
HP tractor.  Tillage depth can reach 25-30 cm, with a 
working speed of about 2 km/hour.  Its use considera- 
bly simplifies secondary tillage practicies. About 
70% of its pares ask for particular heat treatments. 



Fig. 16 - Example of rotary ditchers with double (above) and 
simple (below) wheel. These machines escave trape- 
zoidal ditches with depth going from 0.40 ID to 1.35 
m and width on the top between 0.60 and 1.25 n>. 
Their weight varies from 240 to 1200 kg. They can 
be applied on more than 30 HP tractors and their hi- 
ghest working speed ìB 1.5 km per hour. Wheels,equip- 
ped with strong knives, are p.t.o. driven at 540 
r.p.m., through a gleason trasmission. Knives and the 
gear teeth are realized with thermically treated man- 
ganese silicone steel. 
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- Korea   :   factories for  self  propelled  reaper binder  and mobile 
dryers  production; 

Pakistan  :  factories for  pumps, engines, drainage and  spraying 

«quipments and mobile workshops manufacture; 

- Philippines   :   factories   to produce  spading machines,  ditchers, 

pumps and diesel engines   less than 30 HP; 

- Thailand   :   factories  for   less than 30 HP diesel engines,  knapsack 

spraysrs and  irrigation pumps production. 

All  this should be done considering the possibility to mutual 

export and  in the frame of  a coordinated production. 

It  is  impossible  to state, now,  the percent of  local content  in 

th€ different productions and  the most economical capacity produc- 

tion for each factory.  This could only be done after a broad analy- 
sis. 

Anyway, as far as the  first mentioned subject, on table 15 so- 

ma data on    the incidence of    different materials used for manufac- 

turing some of the above mentioned items are reported.  It  is clear 

to understand  that it  is possible to start from a simple assembly 

and  to reach a percentage of   local content no less  than 60% in  the 

next  10 years, according to  the real  technical and productive capa- 

cities of the single countries and to production costs. 

About  the  second problem,  it is impossible to give general   in- 

dications.   It  should be defined - as it has been done concerning a- 

gricultural    mechanisation -  the more productive  level   (equipments 

and machinery,  especially)   depending on the equipments and on the 

labour costs.   If  the values of plants mechanization index are  re- 

ported referring to their coats and to the  labour cost,  the dia- 

gramas of fig.  11 very similar to the ones in fig.l, are obtained. 

If  labour cost ie very low,   investments and the labour productivity 

will be very low too. This also means that,  if investments are  low, 

the amount of  imported parts   (completely finished or  semifinished) 

will  be higher and local content considerably lower. 

In addition,  it should  be  taken into consideration the annual 

production which makes  the better use of   investments reducing pro- 
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Fig,  17 - Examples of pump-engine assembly for pesticides 
distribution. Above,  small portable size with 3 
HP engine, diaphragm pump with a 22 litres/min 
delivery at 25 kg/cm2 pressure.  Below, medium 
size with 4.5 HP engine, diaphragm pump with a 
30  litres/min delivery at 40 kg/cm2 pressure. 
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Fig. 18 - Example of self propelled reaper binder, simple and 
strong, with a 1.40 m cut width and equipped with 12- 
14 HP engine. For paddy, special cage wheels can be 
mounted. The same machine, without binder, can be u- 
sed as self propelled mower too. 

Fig. 19 - Combine harvester realized for paddy harvesting, 
equipped with crawler tracks should be introduced in 
further times. This example, having a cutting width 
between 2.60 and 3.60 m, ask from 80 to 120 HP engi- 
nes 



auction costs  to  a minimum.   As   to  this  subject,   it   should   be   remin- 
ded   that   : 

- investments,  which particularly   mean    installed  plants,   should   be 

utilized  no  less  than 80% of   their capacity; 

- investments incidence  on  the  production costs approximately depends 
on  labour  productivity   (fig.12); 

- the  larger production scale   is,   the  lower   investments   incidence 

for equipments and machinery  is on it. 

What  just  said  is  shown  in fig.13 for   two different  values of 

investments.   It  is always valid  even if   low  investment  industries 

are less  sensitive to  economies  of  scale.   For   this reason  it might 

be  important to value,  at   least as far as  some machines are concer- 

ned,   if  it  is right  to  limit  Government  incentives only to  small- 

scale factories, or if  it  is more convenient  to give them according 

to stated priorities,  not  taking into consideration size of  facto- 

ries and basing any judgement on the incidence of  investments on 
production costs. 

It  should be reminded  that - at the same production level - in- 

vestments necessary to a  factory for simple assembling represent a- 

bout  10* of  the ones needed  for  local manufacturing with about  bOl 

local content.  This average  figure is widely varying according to 

machines models,  from XX to  15-202. 

It can also be useful  to mention the interrelationships    bet- 

ween industrialization  (in thi» case manufacturing of  tractors and 

agricultural machines)  and employment.  Opportunities offered by the 

tractors and agricultural machines  local construction development 

should be valued  in the context of the national   level cost-benefit 

ratio, including social costs and taking into account the probabi- 

lity of displacement of  labour at the farm level and creation of 

employment opportunities in industry.  In the "UN profiles of manu- 

facturing establishments" the possibilities of employment in diffe- 

rent  industrial sectors,  including the agricultural machinery manu- 

facturing one, are evaluated in general terms. 

These evaluations are  shown  in table  16 publied in a recent re- 
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Fig. ¿O - Examples of horizontal dryers with authomatic mixer 
working with low temperature air, realized in the fra- 
me of the highest standardization of common parts. The 
mobile model (above) ha« a drying surface 5 m length 
and 2 m width and a gasoline consumption of less than 
28 kg/hour; it needs 10-12 HP power, coming from p.t.o. 
of the tractor. Its drying capacity for paddy is about 
10 tons/24 hours going from 23 to 14% of moisture con- 
tent. An other model stationary (below) has a drying 
•urface 14 m length and 2 m width and a drying capaci- 
ty for paddy of 65 tons/day. 



port by Mr.Swamy Rao. On one side, figures which we consider cohe- 

rent with the productivity levels in thr different visited factories 

and best fitting actual situation in the ECAFE countries, are shown. 

Nevertheless data given in table 16 are referred only to direct em- 

ployment utilized for manufacturing; if all other employees related 

with production itself are added to this, the stated figures can be 

doubled or more. This means that, for example, a factory which manu- 

facture 3,000 tractors per year will need creating no less than 6- 

7,000 new jobs. Therefore, it can be reached the conclusion that, a 

shifting of labour from the agricultural to the industrial field 

due to a growing development of mechanization, could be easily ab- 

sorbed by industries manufacturing machines needed for the mechani- 

zation development itself. 

7 - "CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The conducted analysis has tried to point out actual situation 

and its future development, as it appeared during the mission. On 

the basis of this experience, on the noticed lacks and on what happe- 

ned in some european countries which went through the same evolution 

experience in recent times, a method of research has been proposed 

in order to study mechanization development and improvements in the 

tractors and agricultural machines manufacturing sector. This me- 

thod tries to assure a balanced development, with as small waste as 

possible. 

These are, of course, only general indications which can be de- 

veloped only through a broad analysis in the countries themselves 

and a good knowledge of the real possibilities. 

Such analysis is necessary and it should be conducted in the 

different countries with the technical assistance of UNIDO Experts 

concerning : the best mechanization level,the manufactuing and feasi- 

bility studies,the production rationalization and standardization,the 



pre-investments analysis,   etc..   More   specific   subjects  have   to  be 

examined closely too,     and  this,   particularly,  regards  the develop- 

ment and  the  organization of design,   testing,   research,   technical 

training,  repair and maintenance   facilities,   the  improvement of  par- 
ticular processing,  etc.. 

Of  course,   it   is  not   possible  to face  everything  in the  same 

time;  general   indications  on the assistance proposed  in  the coun- 

try reports,   in the  frame  of a deep coordination at regional   level 

have  to be given,   in order   to better develop different activities. 

The  suggested assistance concerns  : 

- studies on rationalization, quality control,  standardization and 

development    programs  in the production of  tractors, agricultural 

machines and  implements,   in order  to reduce production costs to a 

minimum,  especially concerning  small-scale  industries   :  64 months- 

experts  (10 experts)   in  :   Burma  (1976),   India  (1973-74),  Korea 

(1975), Philippines  (1973-74)  and Thailand   (1973-74); 

- feasability studies of agricultural machinery manufacturing, 

especially concerning future  trends in design and market poten- 

tial   :   10 months-experts   (2 experts)     in  :   Burma  (1973-74)  and 
Thailand   (1973-74); 

- studies for   installing or developing and coordinating research 

units for design,  prototypes construction,  adaptation,  standardi- 

zation and  testing of agricultural machines and  tractors   :   20 

months-experts  (5 experts)   in  :   India  (1974),   Indonesia  (1973-74), 

Korea   (1974),   Nepal   (1Ç74-1975)   and Thailand   (1975); 

- studies for  creating or  improving centers for technical  training 

•nd repair  and maintenance services  :  8 months-experts  (2 experts) 

in  :   Indonesia  (1975)  and Thailand   (1976); 

- studies on projects formulation for manufacturing tractors,  imple- 

ments and allied engineering industries  :   22 months-experts  (14 ex- 

perts)   in  :   India ¿1974-1975)   for manufacturing power-tillers and 

12-22 HP tractors;   Indonesia  (1974-1975)   for manufacturing power- 

tillers and   12-22 HP tractors;   Iran (1975)   for manufacturing 20 and 

30 HP  tractors and micro gasoline engines;   Korea  (1974-1975)   for 



Fig. 21 - Example of mobile workshops for small and urgent re- 
pairs of agricultural machines at farms, equipped 
with : fuel tank, spare parts  locker , compressor, 
manometers tool-box, greasing and washing pumps, oil 
pumps and instruments to check cylinder pressure, 
injectors, injection pumps, etc.. 



manufacturing self propelled reaper binders; Pakistan (1975, engi- 

nes and pumps); Philippines (1975, spading, ditchers and engines 

less of than 30 HP); Thailand (1976, micro engines, pumps and 

sprayers); 
studies  for developing and coordinating researches    and  improving 

the existing facilities  in forging,  casting and heat  treatments 

sectors  :  6 months-experts  in  India   (1976). 






